Gene-environment interactions in primary atopic disorders.
Environmental factors modify disease presentation and severity in allergic disorders. Primary atopic disorders (PADs) are a heterogenous group of single gene disorders that lead to significant atopic and allergic disease manifestations. However, a number of these monogenic diseases have variable penetrance suggesting that gene-gene and/or gene-environment interactions could modulate the clinical phenotype. Environmental factors such as diet, the microbiome at the epithelial-environment interface, the presence and/or extent of infection, and psychologic stress can alter disease phenotypic expression of allergic diseases, and PADs provide discrete contexts in which to understand these influences. We outline how gene-environment interactions likely contribute to a variable penetrance and expressivity in PADs. Dietary modifications of both macronutrients and/or micronutrients alter T-cell metabolism and may influence effector T-cell function. The mucosal microbiome may affect local inflammation and may remotely influence regulatory elements, while psychologic stress can affect mast cell and other allergic effector cell function. Understanding gene-environment interactions in PADs can hopefully provide a foundation for interrogating gene-environment interactions to common allergic disorders, and also present opportunities for personalized interventions based on the altered pathways and environmental influences in affected individuals.